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Archiving is a common requirement for any GxP system 
and is an important part of your Vault strategy. 
However, the complex organization of a database or content repository can make 
archived information difficult to extract accurately and to interpret once extracted. 

Since our first archive almost 10 years ago, customers have recognized that Valiance has the expertise to 
manage these challenges effectively. TRUarchiveTM has built-in features that are specifically designed for 
the complex data structure and data and content types and that enable configurable archiving to the Vault 
target technology. 

A current Veeva user can benefit from archiving within Vault, and one Vault archive can hold archived data 
from multiple source systems. We also offer an assessment of other possible archive targets based on our 
broad experience with many different GxP platforms and best practices to search and retrieve archived data.
 
The archiving process is fully documented based on a mutually-defined Archive Specification and if needed, 
100% validated through our TRUcompareTM migration validation software and process. We can also 
coordinate the deletion of all archived elements from the production system.

With an archive to Veeva, records and documents can be converted into PDFs on the fly, loaded into files 
inside of Vault, and be accessed using the standard Veeva user interface.
 
TRUarchive is also configurable for ongoing execution to support periodic archiving.

TRUarchive Benefits:
Accurate, efficient, and cost-effective way to archive historical data and content into Vault

Leverage Valiance’s expertise in Veeva Vault 

Reduce the overall cost of moving to Veeva Vault by migrating current data and content, while archiving 
inactive records or legacy content

Configurable definition of archive keys and data 

Automatic PDF generation on-the-fly
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The Process is Simple:

CONFIGURE - Mappings and archive criteria are easily set using the TRUarchive configuration  
console interface.

ARCHIVE - TRUarchive extracts the historical content and metadata from one or more legacy 
repositories, converting to PDF as needed, and loads transformed objects into Veeva applications or 
the Vault platform.

AUDIT TRAILS  - Extract your audit trail information and with our automated PDF generator, then 
convert to PDF attachments for your archived records and/or documents.

SEARCH  - Search your active information as well as your archived legacy systems all using standard 
out of the box Veeva interface.
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Configurable Security Layer
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Visit valiancepartners.com/contact-us to schedule an assessment. 
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Do You Want To:
• Decommission legacy systems?

• View all of your active and legacy/archived information all from your Veeva interface?  

• Manage your archive using standard Veeva security?
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